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FIRST, THANK YOU

- Rebecca Jensen and utahrealestate.com
- Workgroup Chairs and participants
- Bob Gottesman
- Yvonne McCarty
- You
LET’S STEP BACK 300 YEARS
What's Going on Out There?
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
How do we keep going?
CAPTURING PROGRESS
participate
/pärˈtisēˌpāt/
verb
gerund or present participle: participating
1. take part.
"thousands participated in a nationwide strike"
synonyms: take part in, engage in, join in, get involved in, share in, play a part/role in, be a participant in, partake in, have a hand in, be associated with; More
2. archaic
have or possess (a particular quality).
"both members participate of harmony"

MORE PARTICIPATION
SHARE IDEAS
THANK YOU